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Abstract
Customer relationships are an important pillar of a business model (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). For years, though, news
media has not investedmuch effort into nurturing rich connections with their consumers and, consequently, neglected the
promotion of a participatory culture that could bring benefits for all involved (Neuberger&Nuernbergk, 2010; Rosen, 2006).
Vanishing advertising revenue and changing habits of news consumption on the Internet create a situation for changing
that situation—especially when considering journalism as a service (Jarvis, 2014). Therefore, this article employs multiple
case-study research to analyze and compare how four digital news natives from different countries (The Correspondent
from the Netherlands, eldiario.es from Spain, Mediapart from France, and the Brazilian branch of The Intercept) are cre-
ating more meaningful connections with their audiences in order to sustain their businesses. We found out that all cases
resort in varying degrees to the ideology of journalism, personification, transparency, impactful content, and community as
motivations to attractmembers, while at the same time refraining from advertising becomes a guarantee of independence.
Social media is losing ground, as companies use their own platforms and channels, such as emails, to develop routines that
take member participation into account in different levels—from intermediate to maximal—though customization is still
limited. The challenge for online-born news companies is to manage so many variables while taking into consideration
feedback from their sustainable base of members.
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1. Introduction
Advertisers spent around US$ 330 billion on digital in-
ventory in 2019, an increase of 17,6% in comparison
to the previous year. Those numbers reflect a grow-
ing trend of the 2010s: The online advertising market
exceeding television and print in several of the most
important markets (Enberg, 2019). However, for news
publishers, reaching much larger audiences than in the
past does not exactly mean acquiring more financial
gains. Hence, most of the media nowadays is looking
at diversifying with, and regaining control over, other
revenue sources—especially ones derived from readers
(Rashidian, Tsiveriotis, & Brown, 2019).
Online news consumption, though, made it more dif-
ficult for publishers to control the value chain of con-
tent production and distribution (van der Wurff, 2012).
People can now choose to get the information they want
frommultiple sources,manyofwhich are free. Therefore,
the willingness to pay for news content in most coun-
tries is still low (Newman, Fletcher, Kalogeropoulos, &
Nielsen, 2019). In this sense, simply erecting paywalls
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around content may work for some well-established
brands, but probably not for online-born news media,
which need to innovate and develop relationships that
create value for these readers in order to reach sustain-
ability (Jarvis, 2014).
Eldiario.es (Spain), The Correspondent (Netherlands),
The Intercept Brasil and Mediapart (France), all out-
lets that originated online and which we will study in
this article, have proven themselves successful in using
subscription/membership-based models to sustain their
journalistic initiatives in a scenario where the traditional
business strategies of journalism companies are often
leading to difficulties. Thus, this research intends to an-
swer: ‘Howare these news organizations developing new
forms of relationships with readers in order to acquire
sustainable revenues?’
To do so, we discuss what customer relationships
are and the importance of business models for publish-
ers, and what types of relationships arise between the
consumer–audience and news companies. We also note
manners used to attract the audience to digital news na-
tives and reasons that incite the public to contribute to
the journalistic enterprise.
2. Theoretical Framework
Journalism has played a vital role in society since the
19th century, when seeking information and reporting
it to the public became its primary obligation (Kovach &
Rosenstiel, 2014), but the process of accelerated change
driven by technology transformed the way it is pro-
duced, distributed, and used. Although we see the emer-
gence of new tools and practices, we assume that there
are non-negotiable and fundamental values that consti-
tute the ideology of the profession, such as truth and
accuracy, and, especially, a commitment to the public
(Dahlgren, 2010; Hayes, Singer, & Ceppos, 2007; Kovach
& Rosenstiel, 2014)—which also happens to be their con-
sumer audience.
The newspaper industry is at a crossroads when it
comes to reader engagement and interactive online plat-
forms.While journalism remains surrounded by a profes-
sional ideology (Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2014), media out-
lets are commercial enterprises that survive by attract-
ing an audience. News companies are faced with chal-
lenges that derive from the failing of the traditional busi-
ness model of the profession and an economic motiva-
tion for newspapers to move to the web. Understanding
how to reach audiences, how to keep them, and how
to thread each piece of journalism through a complex
maze of different sites and applications has fundamen-
tally changed the way newsrooms operate (Dahlgren,
2010; Hayes et al., 2007). Facedwith changingmedia use,
media companies need to innovate to remain profitable
(McCluskey & Hmielowski, 2011).
From a management perspective, customer relation-
ships are essential to the value creation side of a business
model: by developing them, companies are able tomake
a connection between their value propositions and their
customer segments—and, eventually, acquire revenue
from it (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). Due to its essence
of public interest and importance to people’s exercise
of citizenship, Jarvis (2014) suggests journalism should
also be understood as a service. In this sense, news com-
panies would be able to solve real information needs
for their readers and start developing closer relation-
ships with them in order to keep improving the service—
and, consequently, find commercial opportunities de-
rived from this connection. This approach to journalism
can obviously generate criticism. Itmay be considered ex-
cessively attached to commercial interests or overly utili-
tarian, turning journalists intomere producers of content
to satisfy people’s basic interests—or curiosity—instead
of contributing to needed civic discussions.
We understand there is a duality to the idea of jour-
nalism as a service. Beyond the notion of journalism as
a public service (the function of providing the audience
with credible information), journalism gained commer-
cial value in the 19th century, with the institutionaliza-
tion of journalistic culture, and the formation of a mar-
ket for readers (Chalaby, 1996). At the same time, it also
became a paid service provided by journalists to a con-
sumer public. According to Carlson (2016), journalism
varies constantly and continuously, taking many forms
even simultaneously, depending on geographic and con-
textual factors, and is always subject to a set of social re-
lationships and a dispute of forces from different fields.
In that sense, even imbued with a commercial logic,
media companies can continue to fulfill their duty to
the public with reliable information and, why not, be
perceived as service providers to a consumer audience.
As such, Skaggs and Youndt (2004) state that service
companies keep basically three types of relationships
with their customers: 1) ‘Contact,’ related to the amount
of interaction a business keeps with the consumer;
2) ‘co-production,’ which refers to the smaller or big-
ger amount of effort—even creative—a customer should
make in the production of the service; and 3) ‘customiza-
tion,’ explained by the extent a company is able to per-
sonalize the offer for individual customers—by collecting,
processing and analyzing data about their habits.
Journalism Studies usually gathers contact and co-
production in a single set of practices labeled as ‘partici-
patory journalism.’ Participation in the process of news
making is not new, but it became a widespread prac-
tice with the emergence of the Internet and social media
(Singer, 2011). This situation represented a change in the
power balance of news production and distribution since
the audience became able not only to pitch news profes-
sionals with ideas and share their work on social media,
but also question their points of view and even produce
and disseminate their own news content (Rosen, 2006).
Traditional publishers, still dealingwith the transition
fromprint to digital, tend to strugglewith this new reality
(Neuberger & Nuernbergk, 2010). Peters and Witschge
(2015) point out that even outlets that employ a dis-
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course of participation, in fact, usually offer limited space
for it. According to the authors, news organizations, in
general, understand participatory journalism only as an
opportunity to derive economic benefits while journal-
ists still maintain a far higher hierarchical level on the re-
lationship, keeping most of the control over the editorial
processes. Therefore, participation generally tends to be
minimal despite discourses of democratization and inclu-
sivity (Table 1).
This situation opens room for digital news natives
differentiation, which can be reached by the develop-
ment of more meaningful and inclusive relationships,
based on news consumers online habits, increasingly
focused on deeper connections and greater exchange
of information through person-to-person (journalist-to-
reader) interaction (Ingram, 2014). Even though Ingram’s
(2014) argument is based on anecdotal evidence, it
does demonstrate that digital native news outlets have
been more successful in implementing and seeing
through participatory initiatives, whilst legacy news me-
dia struggle to sustainmanners of public participation, as
Porlezza (2019) shows.
In this sense, outlets are urged to adopt what
Quamby, Goligoski, and Jenkins (2019) call ‘memberful
routines’:
Normal ways of operating that incorporate members
and produce value for a news organization, which is
how they got to be routines in the first place. A simple
example would be a database of members and their
expertise that is routinely tapped to provide technical
proofreading of articles and investigations. It might
take time, but it also adds value. The value includes
the added ‘stickiness’ of thememberwho is consulted
about things that member knows a lot about. (p. 3)
These routines can have several formats: simple tools
enabling members to vote on subjects of their interest,
moderated comments sections, callouts where publish-
ers ask for their expertise or interest on specific themes,
structured surveys, real work with data shared that can
be paid, participation on editorial and training events,
etc. Interaction can work through different channels,
such as the publishers’ owned platforms, social media
(Facebook Messenger and Groups are popular tools for
that), emails—where different versions of newsletters
can be tailored according to the interests and expertise
of members subscribed—and even offline events and
editorial meetings (Quamby et al., 2019). Participation
is possible in the four steps of newsrooms’ workflow:
1) planning; 2) research and reporting; 3) editing and fact-
checking; and 4) post-publication.
In order to develop this approach in journalism, there
is a need to present attractive value propositions to
users—or ‘membermotivations,’ as Quamby et al. (2019)
prefer to call them. The authors list mainly six reasons for
readers to support news organizations: 1) learning some-
thing new; 2) contributing with expertise; 3) having a say
and being heard; 4) finding out about the outlet’s pro-
cesses (transparency); 5) showing love for a mission that
matters; and 6) being part of a community. Wagemans,
Witschge, and Deuze (2016) mention that resorting to
the ideology of traditional journalistic values can also be
a compelling value proposition in times when traditional
media faces a crisis of trust. A professional ideology is
a set of principles shared by a group of people (Deuze,
2005). The ideology of journalism is supposedly formed
by five main values: 1) Journalists provide a public ser-
vice; 2) objectivity is essential and its consequence is
credibility; 3) they are independent; 4) they have a sense
of immediacy; and 5) they possess a sense of ethics and
legitimacy (Deuze, 2005). We should note that we look
at objectivity not as a lack of opinion, but as it relates
to journalism’s duty to truth, as the profession remains a
space for reliable and credible news. Objectivity can be
thought then as the balance of accuracy, which indicates
the loyalty to what is factually indisputable, and fairness,
that represents the pluralism of voices (Dahlgren, 2010).
Table 1. Scope and degree of participation.
Scope of participation Minimal Maximal
Visibility and presence As respondents to As authors of texts in As structural contributors
of audience certain items only designated areas throughout the platform
Hierarchical level Reply-based audience Interactions-based with other Dialogue and consultation-based
of interaction response (i.e., polls), audience members and/or input in news production at an
detached from journalists, limited impact editorial level
journalistic interaction on production (i.e., audience
photos, tweets for
breaking news)
Stage of production Post-hoc, after news Real-time, during the During the planning stages to
is presented as finished (on-going) creation of co-design the news agenda,
product a story news angles and stories
Source: Peters and Witschge (2015).
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Wagemans et al. (2016) also call attention to a cer-
tain level of personification that can be employed by an
outlet in order to attract support. It means news com-
panies expressly take advantage of the reputation of its
founders in order to convince readers to become mem-
bers or subscribers.
Memberful routines and member motivations work
not only as practices but as a philosophy digital news na-
tives should adopt to improve the relationshipswith their
readers—without a real commitment from the news-
rooms, results tend to be less effective (Quamby et al.,
2019). They can be employed basically by any publisher
looking for reader revenue, either throughmemberships
(when the publisher keeps the content free but asks for a
donation from readers that can support their initiative),
subscriptions (when content can only be accessed by pay-
ing subscribers), or other innovative models.
It is worth noting that the practices that involve pub-
lic participation—especially contact—often go beyond
journalism itself and can be performed, for example,
with marketing intentions. Carlson (2016) observes that
what he calls ‘metajournalistic discourse’ is not unusual
and frequently works as a form of response from journal-
ists to contention from forces outside the field:
A persistent thread (of research) shows how, in cer-
tain moments, journalists pivot from their role as pro-
ducers of media discourse to become its object as
well….In connecting public discourse with the estab-
lishment of cultural meaning surrounding news, they
show the need to look beyond news practices to ex-
plain journalism’s cultural authority. (p. 4)
In this sense, these public expressions reflect on the rela-
tionships news companies and journalists havewith their
audiences and other forces that negotiate the bound-
aries of journalism with them, such as government offi-
cials, historians, and educators, among others:
Boundaries are powerful social constructions that af-
fect the distribution of resources as well as the al-
lotment of ‘epistemic authority’….Actors construct
boundaries through metajournalistic discourse either
directly through explicit categorization or implicitly
through embedded assumptions in talk about journal-
ism. (Carlson, 2016, p. 12)
Even though journalists can be considered the original
proponents of these boundaries, they have no control
over the result of this negotiation—the legitimation of
their epistemic authority role is granted by their ability of
convincing the other actors about the legitimate knowl-
edgederived from thenews they produce (Carlson, 2016).
Once more, the importance of transparency is high-
lighted and reinforced within the process of establish-
ing the boundaries of journalism and gaining legitimacy
ahead of the other actors in this dispute. This value has
not been contemplated by classic theory on the values
of the profession and its adoption is not widely spread
among legacy news outlets, while digital news natives are
more open to it since their foundations—what exposes a
clear advantage from them in establishing more hybrid
forms of journalism and, consequently, closer relation-
ships with their audiences (Hayes et al., 2007).
3. Methodology
This research is based on case studies of four digi-
tal news native companies from four different coun-
tries. The Correspondent is the English version of
De Correspondent, created in the Netherlands in 2013 as
“an antidote to the daily news grind” (The Correspondent,
n.d.). The Dutch version raised more than €1 million
in a crowdfunding round that turned 18,000 support-
ers into the first subscribers of the organization. In
2018, they launched another crowdfunding campaign
that earned US$ 2.6 million from 45,888 people at more
than 130 countries in order to expand globally—which
happened by the end of September 2019 (Pfauth, 2018).
Eldiario.es, from Spain, was founded in 2012 by jour-
nalist Ignacio Escolar, former director of Público, to-
gether with professionals that had already worked with
him. The founder and director is the main shareholder
of the company, which is not attached to any big ed-
itorial group—70% of its capital is formed by people
from its newsroom. The outlet promotes advertising
and counts on the support of members to “keep its
independence” (eldiario.es, n.d.-a). The Intercept Brasil
was funded in mid-2016 during the process of impeach-
ment of the country’s former president Dilma Rousseff.
It was an opportunity found by co-founder and editor
Glenn Greenwald—a Pulitzer Prize winner in 2014 for
the revelation of National Security Agency’s mass secret
surveillance, who has lived in Brazil for a long time—
to promote its recently created publication, originally
funded by First Look Media, a philanthropic organiza-
tion launched by Pierre Omidyar, the founder and chair-
man of eBay (The Intercept Brasil, n.d.-a). Mediapart is
a French digital newspaper started by four former jour-
nalists of Le Monde and two technology specialists who
raised a personal starting capital of €1.325 million and
other €1.614 million from investors and a society of
friends to launch in 2007—later, it received further in-
vestments (Plenel, 2008a). In October 2019, the com-
pany bought back all its shares and became a non-profit
organization that receives and manages funds from al-
most 170,000 subscribers (Plenel, 2019).
First, we carried out a comprehensive documental
and bibliographical research that entailed data from
press releases, email newsletters, corporate reports, and
articles published on the platforms owned by the outlets
and also by specialized media. For example, we looked
at news articles from The Correspondent’s website “The
Problem with Real News, and What We Can Do about It”
(Wijnberg, 2019), “A Peek at the Correspondent’s Launch
Budget” (Anyangwe & Pfauth, 2019) and “My Mission
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Table 2. Selection of cases.
Number of
Publisher Country Business model members * Membership fee Gross annual revenue
The Correspondent Netherlands Subscriptions 50,000 Choose what you pay US$ 2.6 million (2019)
(hard paywall)
eldiario.es Spain Advertising (60%), 35,000 €7 a month or €6.6 million (2019)
memberships (38%) €60 a year
and events (2%)
The Intercept Brasil Brazil Philanthropic 9,000 €5,4 to €216 a month Non-disclosed
foundation and
memberships
Mediapart France Subscriptions 170,000 €5 to €15 a month or €13.8 million (2018)
(hard paywall) €50 to €150 a year
Note: * Approximate numbers based on company reports and/or interviews.
as Your Conversation Editor” (Shabbir, 2019), as well
as their founder Rob Wijnberg’s blog on Medium, that
has several posts which debate policies and practices
behind the news enterprise (Wijnberg, 2018a, 2018b,
2018c, 2018d).
Several sources were important for analyzing el-
diario.es’ relationships with readers and members.
Founder and director Ignacio Escolar owns a blog where
he publishes every six months a comprehensive report
on the financial figures of the company (Escolar, 2019a,
2019b). The directors of the company have also given
several interviews to blogs and specializedmedia (Nafría,
2018; SuscribeME suscripciones digitales, 2019), and
eldiario.es also has a blog focused strictly on members—
which highlights benefits such as lower prices for cultural
events and debates with journalists from their news-
room (eldiario.es, n.d.-b).
We also investigated documents published by
Mediapart director Edwy Plenel that describe the project
of the enterprise (Plenel, 2007), their stance on free
press (Plenel, 2008b), and the importance of indepen-
dence for their organization (Plenel, 2008a); and looked
at interviews he granted in which he spoke about the
company, its purpose, and ideology (Grasser, 2019;
Martinez, 2018; Rhian & Foreau, 2019). Interestingly,
email newsletters were some of the main sources of in-
formation for this research for the case of The Intercept
Brasil. From November 5th, 2019, when we first sub-
scribed to it, until December 15th, 2019, the day we
submitted this article, they sent us 16 emails. The com-
pany has a strategy of frequently sending them signed
by one of their journalists—the four examples signed
by Leandro Demori, their executive editor, and the
one signed by Marianna Araújo, their director of com-
munication were of particular interest to this research
(Supplementary File, Annex 1), since they show how the
company employs metajournalistic discourse in order to
directly address members and potential ones in order to
present their views on their professional role.
In order to collect further information about the se-
lected cases, we also looked at academic articles that
focused on our studied cases, or that mentioned them
as examples of journalistic practices (Canu & Datchary,
2010; Guerrero, 2017; Masurier, 2015; Newman, Levy,
& Nielsen, 2015; Picard, 2014; Quamby et al., 2019;
Thurman & Myllylahti, 2009; Wagemans et al., 2016).
Following that, we ran a continuous and system-
atic platform observation between October 28th and
November 3rd, 2019, on the companies’ websites,
mobile applications (in the case of eldiario.es and
Mediapart), and main social media channels (Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram) in order to identify traces of the
memberful routines mentioned by Quamby et al. (2019)
and the metajournalistic discourse theory described by
Carlson (2016). Every day during that week, we opened
the article of the main headline of the website and apps
of the publishers as well as other articles that could
demonstrate a clear interest for membership reasons—
for instance, announcements of new corporate reports
or events made available for members.
Both during the desk and platform research, we
performed a content analysis of the collected mate-
rial in order to find answers or at least hints for a set
of 12 questions related to our theoretical framework
(Supplementary File, Annex 3). Since the amount of ma-
terial analyzed was comprehensive, this process already
provided us with considerable insight into the strategies
employed by the selected publications to maintain sus-
tainable relationships with their public.
We still reached out to every outlet with requests
for complementary information. A semi-structured ques-
tionnaire with around 10 questions (Supplementary File,
Annex 2) was applied during interviews that lasted more
than 40minutes withMaría Ramírez, director of strategy
at eldiario.es (via Skype); Marianna Araújo, communica-
tion director at The Intercept Brasil (via Google Meet);
and Livia Garrigue, manager of Le Club, and Ana Ferrer,
community manager atMediapart (they received us per-
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sonally in Paris). Carmen Schaack, member support man-
ager at The Correspondent, preferred to answer our ques-
tions via email.
4. Findings and Discussion
4.1. Member Motivations
All of our cases resort, in varying degrees, to the ‘ide-
ology of journalism’ as a resource to attract members.
Mediapart and eldiario.es are the ones who employ a
more classical approach to it. Both cases clearly mention
in their introductory pages most of the principles that
describe this ideology, such as independence, sense of
ethics, and the defense of democracy. Eldiario.es inter-
estingly uses the slogan “periodismo a pesar de todo”
(“journalism, despite of everything,” authors’ transla-
tion), which summarizes its value proposition for read-
ers: a return to the profession’s values as a way of de-
fending its importance in times of lack of credibility and
increasing pressure from political powers (eldiario.es,
n.d.-a).Mediapartwas createdwith the goal of practicing
independent and participative journalism (Mediapart,
n.d.): They are committed to the concept of the pro-
fession as public service (Plenel, 2007; Rhian & Foreau,
2019). Their commitment to their readers is paralleled
to the importance they give to their journalistic inde-
pendence, proven by one of their slogans, which reads
“only our readers can buy us.” In the French media mar-
ket, being a member-based company is how they inno-
vate; not reimagining journalism, but returning to the
traditional ideology of the profession, with values such
as truth-telling, editorial autonomy, and independence
(Wagemans et al., 2016).
The Correspondent and The Intercept Brasil attempt
to show readers that they keep the main values of the
profession while at the same time updating others. The
Dutch publisher steps away fromhard news and into slow
journalism, rejecting the daily news cycle and having a
different approach to immediacy, yet still promising rele-
vant information for the public, claiming to respect what
the audience wants from journalism today (Wijnberg,
2019). The Brazilian outlet, on the other hand, seeks to
hold the powerful accountable through fearless and com-
bative journalism with deep investigations and relent-
less analyses—a discourse that resonates with a purist
ideology of the profession (The Intercept Brasil, n.d.-a).
However, this is put in practice through a certain level
of militancy and a clear political stance, which is clear
in the email newsletters collected (Supplementary File,
Annex 1) and admitted by the company’s director of com-
munication in her interview to us: “If there is no reader to
buy in this ideology, buy your brand, ultimately (buy in)
the whole combo Intercept, it is difficult to deal with the
question of sustainability” (personal communication).
Since the values of the profession are so important
for the cases analyzed, it is not surprising that most
of them also use ‘personification’ as a selling point of
their initiatives. Eldiario.es’ founder and director, Ignacio
Escolar, is personally in charge of publishing the com-
pany’s reports to members—and, consequently, asking
for more support—as well as answering their comments
on these occasions (Escolar, 2019b). Director of strategy
María Ramírez states that he also sends personal emails
to each person that decides to quit their membership:
“He’s very present on TV and everything, he is a pub-
lic figure. Definitely that helps….Definitely he is a big as-
set for the paper,” says Ramírez (personal communica-
tion). A person with similar functions at Mediapart is
Edwy Plenel, the organization’s most recognized founder.
He became the face and voice of the company, advo-
cating for a return to serious and committed journal-
ism in France, selling and defending Mediapart’s ideol-
ogy and brand of investigative journalism in the media
market to its fellow news outlets, to academia and to
the public itself (Grasser, 2019; Martinez, 2018; Rhian &
Foreau, 2019).
GlennGreenwald’s popularity has certainly increased
in 2019 after The Intercept Brasil received from awhistle-
blower the files of conversations that prosecutors of
Operation Car Wash exchanged with judge Sergio Moro
before the condemnation of former Brazilian president
Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva in a corruption case—he par-
ticipated on several TV and radio programs to answer
questions about the subject: “Glenn was a relevant pub-
lic figure for the debate of world politics even before
The Intercept Brasil existed. So, this is unstoppable….It
is natural that, in the search for references, the people
associate the company to him,” says Marianna Araújo
(personal communication). Correspondent’s founder Rob
Wijnberg had made a name for himself in Dutch journal-
ism before deciding to start the company, having been
the youngest editor in chief of a national daily paper in
Europe (Wallach, 2018). The founding of the organiza-
tion in 2013 earned him the title of Journalist of the Year
by the Dutch Association for Journalists (Wallach, 2018),
and he has been vocal about his views of the profession
(Medium, n.d.)
‘Transparency’ specifies the effort of making visible
the production process of news as well as its limitations,
and providing the public, which in membership sites is
an essential part of the sustainability of the enterprise,
with the behind the scenes of the company—how their
money is spent, what resources journalists use, etc. In
all of these accounts, transparency remains an essential
value of journalism (Dahlgren, 2010), sustaining the com-
pany as it becomes an element to attract the audience
and inspire their trust in the outlet (Hayes et al., 2007).
Interestingly, the European cases from our sample not
only try to keep members aware of their journalistic pro-
cesses, but also periodically disclose numbers related to
their financial sustainability—a behavior that apparently
also collaborates in the process of enhancing their cred-
ibility, and even helps with acquiring new members, de-
pending on the discourse used to explore the figures: “It
makes currentmembers proud andmore involved, some-
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times they even raise their membershipmonthly fee. It is
one of the key messages from eldiario.es since the very
beginning,” explains Ramírez (personal communication).
The Intercept Brasil is the only case of the sam-
ple that still does not disclose their whole financial
figures—the number of people who became members
and the amount collected is shown in a third-party web-
site where the memberships are paid (Catarse, n.d.), but
those numbers count even people who actually could
not effectuate the payment due to any problem and they
are not compared to the whole budget of the company.
Director of communication, Araújo, alleges that they are
already studying ways to makemore transparent reports
available to readers.
Three out of the four cases admitted that ‘impact-
ful content’ has a direct relation to the growth of their
base of members. Investigative journalism and the con-
sequent release of exclusive news stories—the famous
and traditional ‘journalistic scoop’—brings notoriety to
news outlets and proves to be a way to draw in new
members. With over ten years in the French media mar-
ket,Mediapart has broken some of France’s biggest scan-
dals involving politicians, such as the investigation that
claimed Libyan dictator Muammar Gaddafi gave Nicolas
Sarkozy €50 million for the 2007 presidential campaign
(Willsher, 2018). At eldiario.es, in 2018, they published a
series of investigative reports accusing the former pres-
ident of the Madrid community, Cristina Cifuentes, of
receiving a diploma in the Master in Autonomous Law
at the Rey Juan Carlos University without participat-
ing in classes or receiving approval in some disciplines
(Ejerique, 2018). The repercussion of the case forced
her to resign and increased eldiario.es’ base of members
from 22,296 to 34,028 (growth of 52,6%) in a single year
(Escolar, 2019a). Something similar happened with The
Intercept Brasil in 2019, during the abovementioned case
in which the judge and prosecutors combined measures
during the lawsuits of the largest anti-corruption oper-
ation in the history of the country. Before the series of
reports, they were raising around R$ 50,000 per month,
an amount that was increased to around R$ 250,000
(a growth of basically 500%) by the end of November, ac-
cording to the communication director of the company,
who points out, though, that contentwas only the trigger
for that growth:
The Intercept Brasil was not part of the public conver-
sation of the country because it was too small. Those
stories allow the broader audience to know our work.
This is one point. The Intercept Brasil also makes the
usage of a language that allows greater proximity to
the reader. Wework a lot on that, and I think that was
crucial for the success of our campaigns. (personal
communication)
That sums up ‘community,’ a value proposition em-
ployed differently by all cases. The Correspondent and
The Intercept Brasil consider themselves as ‘movements’
instead of normal news outlets because they count on
members’ support to spread their word and pressure
authorities for ‘change’ (Supplementary File, Annex 1),
while eldiario.es and Mediapart prefer to keep a more
sober approach andmaybe a less passionate relationship
with their members, as we derive from interviews.
4.2. Channels
All of our cases make available for members or sub-
scribers a space for participation in their ‘owned plat-
forms.’ This space varies from a simple section for com-
ments (all of them have it), to a whole section dedicated
to content completely provided by members, which is
the case of Mediapart’s Le Club. Eldiario.es provides
spaces where members can vote on polls and report mis-
takes to be corrected by their journalists in the articles.
‘Emails’ are a very popular channel for interaction
withmembers aswell. Eldiario.es and The Intercept Brasil
make an email address available for readers to share
information that can lead to news coverage on their
websites (eldiario.es, n.d.-c; The Intercept Brasil, n.d.-b).
The Correspondent also calls out for their members to
contribute with stories and opinions, as well as criti-
cism and suggestions via email, divulging the contact
for their correspondents and for their public liaisons
(Shabbir, 2019). Mediapart does not encourage collab-
oration for stories via email, but that is because they
provide Le Club. Publishers seem more excited, though,
by the engagement their email newsletters can pro-
duce. Beyond simple content distribution, they are using
them in order to strengthen ties with members and rein-
force their importance for the business models adopted.
The Correspondent and The Intercept Brasil, for example,
frequently employ them to start conversations with their
members from the content they already published or to
help them prepare upcoming news pieces.
Publishers still rely on ‘social media’ to reach read-
ers, but third-party digital platforms are rarely a place
of meaningful interaction beyond simply distribution.
The Correspondent attempts to be an exception to that.
They aim for quality over quantity when it comes to
publishing content on their social media profiles, ensur-
ing they can interact with the public in their posts. On
Facebook and Instagram,wenoted they publishedoneor
two stories a day and theymade an effort to prompt pub-
lic contribution in their comment sections, with a sub-
sequent attempt to answer comments, engaging with
their audience on all channels. On Twitter, while they pro-
duced more content tweeting links to their main stories
of the day, they still tried to recognize public interaction
with their profile, by liking audience tweets. It is a no-
table effort because they use social media not only as a
form to distribute content and reach a larger audience,
but to actually engage with the public. The Intercept
Brasil holds frequent live streams on Instagram where
theirmain journalists can talk about their last articles and
answer questions from the audience. The non-profit or-
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ganization also keeps a private group on Facebook only
for paying members where they try to make their jour-
nalists become conversation leaders by posting new con-
tent, making and answering questions, etc. The engage-
ment, though, is limited and the company is still not sat-
isfied with the results of this initiative.
The Correspondent, eldiario.es, and Mediapart hold
‘offline events and editorial meetings’ withmembers and
non-members. The Dutch and Spanish publishers seem
to be the ones who employ events as a more frequent
channel, making their schedule available on owned
platforms, social media and sending invites by email
(eldiario.es, n.d.-b). According toMomkai, the design stu-
dio that helped The Correspondent to be launched, “em-
powering our community of members means bringing a
digital concept into the physical world” (Momkai, n.d.).
4.3. Relationships
The channels cited above give a preview of the various
forms of ‘contact’ and ‘co-production’ that are made
available by the cases analyzed in this research for mem-
bers or subscribers. The level of meaningful participa-
tion, though, varies significantly from case to case. In this
sense, The Correspondent is considered to be the outlet
from our sample that is more open to participation. They
try to establish conversations in all channels they keep
open for readers and attempt to profit from members’
expertise basically in all steps of theworkflow. Eldiario.es
and The Intercept Brasil are less prone to accepting con-
tributions during the two intermediary steps of the work-
flow, as María Ramírez explains:
We are kind of skeptical about news outlets that
make—or say they make—readers work like The
Correspondent and all these examples. Because, in
the end, readers appreciate when you are useful to
them, but I’m not sure they appreciate when you are
chasing them and making them work. And, actually,
our experience is that tips could come from anyone.
Scoops, that’s why you need journalists, to find them,
right? (personal communication)
Mediapart is the only case from our sample to keep a
specific space for member contributions, as mentioned
before. At Le Club, subscribers can submit complete arti-
cles that eventually may be headlined on a sidebar of the
publisher’s homepage—more frequently, though, they
are kept only at the page of the club. On the one hand,
this can be understood as a good practice since it re-
serves a permanent space for users to collaborate. In
this sense, it means allowing participation in all the steps
of the workflow. On the other hand, though, it is clear
that Mediapart makes a distinction from professional
journalism and participation. Hence, there are actually
two workflows happening in parallel and members are
not really being allowed to participate in the process led
by journalists.
If we consider contact to be the most basic rela-
tionship news companies can keep with their readers
and an initial form of participation, we can conceive
all selected cases have already gone through this first
level and reached the point where they have a co-
production relationship with their members. Their levels
of co-production, though, vary significantly. Eldiario.es
and The Intercept Brasil keep co-production at an inter-
mediate level, while Mediapart and The Correspondent
employ it at a level closer to maximal, even though the
French publisher practices a contradictory style of co-
production, as explained above.
We consider that applying to practice the scope and
the degree of participation scheme suggested by Peters
and Witschge (2015) is very difficult due to its excess of
normativeness. We found variations of intensity inside
each degree that make it complicated to have objective
definitions. For example, we could consider that the hi-
erarchical level of interaction at The Intercept Brasil is
maximal because they allow “dialogue and consultation-
based input in news production at an editorial level”
(Peters & Witschge, 2015, p. 26). Although, it is not
clear that just by opening the channel they really take
these consultations seriously into account when produc-
ing their content. It actually seemed more like a pro
forma procedure than an effective collaboration.
‘Customization’ is actually a relationship that all se-
lected cases can still improve. The highlight in this regard,
once again, is The Correspondent, which allowsmembers
to follow specific journalists or collections of stories in
a determined subject on the website, creating a person-
alized feed on a user’s menu. One can also save their
favorite stories and receive recommendations based on
that choice. It is an interesting effort that uses the tools
provided by digital media to create a modern website
with features that can turn one’s experience in their news
site as personal as possible, which is aligned with their
proposal of turning away from the general news cycle
and embracing an innovativeway to consume journalism,
developing a relationship with the public based on their
wants and needs. Eldiario.es allows users of itsmobile ap-
plication to follow subjects according to their interests.
The Intercept Brasil and Mediapart do not provide any
customization options on their platforms. Interestingly,
though, all cases allow limited customization in their
newsletters. In the case of eldiario.es and Mediapart, it
is possible to actively select the emails a reader deserves
to receive, while The Correspondent and The Intercept
usually tailor their newsletters to readers’ interests ac-
cording to the subjects of previous ones they have al-
ready opened.
5. Conclusion
In this research,wediscussed five valuablemembermoti-
vations, four categories of channels and three variations
of service relationships the selected cases employ in or-
der to develop meaningful connections with their mem-
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bers. This shows how complex it is for digital news na-
tives to establish the so-called memberful routines cited
by Quamby et al. (2019) and how varied they can be.
Even successful cases show significant differences, con-
stantly reassessing their choices and make changes that
take into consideration their philosophies, professional
views, available resources and particularities related to
the market in which they are positioned.
Being member-based journalistic companies is part
of the four selected cases’ brands. It is representative not
only of their business models, but also an indicator of
how they view their journalistic mission and what jour-
nalism they propose. The role of advertisement—or lack
thereof—is relevant for their relationships with the audi-
ence. Being ‘ad free’ is, overall, a member privilege and a
form to secure independent journalism, as they can con-
sider themselves accountable to their paying members
and no one else; just as their subscribers enjoy a space
where they are free to navigate without the intrusion
of advertisements. Having no or limited ads becomes a
selling point, not only for providing a clean navigation
of their news sites but because it emboldens their com-
mitment to news as public service and to the journalistic
value of independence.
We should note that even though these four com-
panies have been proving successful in keeping them-
selves afloat and conducting their brand of journalism
through member support, sustainability remains chal-
lenging. They have to make a continuous effort in the
management of a meaningful relationship with their
members, as well as regularly attempting to capture new
subscribers. It is not clear, though, that simply allowing
more participation is the correct path for that. Every pub-
lisher has to find its own dose, according to the assess-
ment of their consumers’ needs. Sometimes it is max-
imal, sometimes it is a little less. Keeping a stable—or
growing, if possible—base of members and frequently
collecting their feedback through the various channels
available seems to be the most important metrics.
It should be considered that even though our analysis
of the news companies’ relationship with their members
took into account an extensive review of documents and
bibliography pertaining to their strategies and history, as
well as interviews with representatives from the organi-
zations, our observation of their platforms and social net-
works was limited to a strict period of time. We recog-
nize that a longer period of study of their presence online
might have yielded more insights regarding how they es-
tablish relationships with members. We must also stress
that our analysis is based on the point of view of the
journalistic enterprises and not from their subscribers.
We assumemembers legitimate themas they continually
pay for their services and guarantee the sustainability
of their businesses. Applying other methods, however,
such as surveys, that consider the outlook of the mem-
bers, would be a valuable path for future research to in-
vestigate their views on the relationships they establish
and choose to maintain with news companies.
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